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Chapter 1 
ORIENTATION TO 'THE STUDY 
noted that some educators believed that, because of the large 
supply of teachers seeking employment, recruiting would become 
easier. Many employing officers, however, felt that because 
of the large supply of qualified prospectiv-:; teachers the 
selection process has become more demanding. The ffiajor point 
made by the authors was that there is a need to determine 
importar..t L'7Valv.ation criteria for teacher selection (44: 75). 
In a st.~dy of' five h1.:.:r.d.red sevE-:n Michigan p1.lblic school 
districts~ school ad.t1iniotrators were asked to rank various 
evaluation criteria as to their importance in the selection 
of teachen~1. "The personal interview was considered to be 
the most importar;.t evaluation cri te:t:'ion when selecting a first 
~year teacher" (4L!-:'?6). Becau::1e can be 
attached to an interview in the selection of a teacher, ", I I 
orw Gf the most s:i..g!1ific:ant events in any teacher's life is 
the 5.nterview for hifJ first position" (.31:56). It appeared 
to the researcher that the first interview could be a very· 
succes:"3ful experience, or i.t could be Qi.J.ite disappointing. 
Rega:cdless of the outcoms, Drake noted 'that a prospective 
tc~s..chsr might develop some anxiety and r~oncern as that first 
interview approaches (28:43). The researcher telieved such 
1 
anxiety might be relieved if the candidate had some insight 
into what to expect in regard to the importance placed on 
personal qualities and qualifications. 
The odds against being invited to an interview for a 
possible teaching position would appear to be great today, in 
light of the aforementioned burgeoning supply of teaching 
applicants. And, no matter how important authorities assert 
the interview to be, it was noted that applicants must first 
pass preliminary evaluation of their written application 
materials. While the wording may vary, nearly all job an-
nouncements include a statement such as: "Applications 
will be preliminarily evaluated and invitations for interviews 
will be extended to the highes-t ranking candida.tes" ( l~8: 1). 
The. PurDose of ·;~he Studv ------·--·---------JJ_ 
'l'he purpose of this study was to give a prospec:ti ve 
teacher some insight into evaluation criteria an employer 
might consider i111portant in assessing personal qua.li ties .:md 
professional qualifications. 
'rHE PROBLEM 
Statement of the Problem 
Tne study pro':;lem posed for :3olution was to determine 
vi ew-.;o:lnts held bv S'J.nerintendcmts or Personnel Directorc, ..... v .6. 
counties, toward the 
school P1!ysi.ca1 
Education te~~cherr:;; and 1 i:3Ubsequent.l;y, to co:npare -the view·-
points of the two re3pondent croups. 
J 
Importance of the Study 
Funk asserted that since the hiring of a teacher is 
a big investment for a school district, the screening procedure 
may be one of the most important factors in staff selection 
(31:12). And, according to Yantis, the screening of teachers 
has become a very important responsibility of administrators 
because many qualified candidates apply for each vacant 
position. Also, it is their job to select the candidate best 
suited for the district (44:76). 
It appeared that the screening process could be 
logically divided into the pre-interview assessment of a 
candidate and the interview itself. Hardaway asserted that 
the pre-interview of a candidate carries a great deal of 
weight in the screening process because this is where a school 
district can "weed out all the duds" (32:96). Despite this, 
prelirninary research indica ted that a particular Superint(mdent 
of a school district, Personnel Director, or Principal may 
differ from another in the qualities they desire in a prospec-
tive teacher. 
If a candidate were to survive the initial screening 
process of the pre-interview assessment, he or she would 
likely be asked to interview wi trL the district. Interviews 
have been used almost universally as part of teacher selection 
( 2.3:50). Many .fact::; found in the literature supported the 
idea tha~c. intervievvs are one o} the mo3t j nportant factors in 
+ho "'~ Y'.; n!~ p:r·ocec ..... v .... !l..J.- .•... L_ tS . t.J-.:> because they are useful in revealing some 
of the appl.i cants' personal. q_'...1al:_ tiGs. P..ccordi::1g to Dunmire, 
it is necessary to determine if the applicant has certain 
traits and personality, because the hiring of a teacher is 
not only a big financial investment for a school district, 
but also an important factor for consideration in staff 
morale (29:5J). Relatedly, he noted that the staff should 
be considered in teacher selection because they have to work 
with new personnel (29:5J), 
The review of literature revealed apparent differ-
ences pertinent to the selection process of teachers. This 
indicated to the investigator that it would be meaningful to 
determine what traits and qualifications are important in 
the screening process of a beginning teacher in a specific 
locale. And further, how various administrative groups 
therein ·would rate the pre-interview and the various aspects 
of the interview itself. 
SCOPE AND DELIMITATIONS 
~c~pe of the Study 
The data for this study were obtained through a 
q"L~estionriaire instrument fficLiled to Superintenclen ts or Per-
sonnel Directors, and selected Principals in t;1e following 
ten counties: Alameda, Cont1-a Costa, Marin, Napa, San Fran-
ciscc, San JoaquinJ San Mateo, Santa Clara, Solano, and 
Sonoma. 1'1.11 o.f thc~Superintendents or Personnel Directors, 
l.j, . 
11 r·~ t: ~ _,,, '·'h hlP' • 1 as we._ as ;.3. %) percen ... samp.Le OI ~:.ne rug · sc .oo ~ rlnclpa s 
within ths ;~.>...forementioned co1.mties, W<?n? r::elected from the 
included in the study was one hundred twenty. Subjects were 
subsequently divided into two respondent groups; seventy-
five Superintendents or Personnel Directors, and forty-five 
Principals (List of subjects in Appendix A). 
r.' 
:J 
Data consisted of forced rankings on personal qualities 
and professional qualifications within and among major question 
sec·tions (See questionnaire in Appendix B). 
Delimitations of the Stuctr 
The study was not concerned with: 
1. responses from private high schools. 
2. the specific type of screening process which 
respondents used in teacher selection. 
3. the .fina~1cial status of any part.lcular di striet 
or school. 
i.j' .. the size of any particular district or school. 
5. the degree of specialized training or the com-
peten8e of the Superintendents or Personnel Directors, and 
Principals in regards to screening candidates. 
BASIC ASSUMPTIONS 
liND HYPO THESES 
The following basic assumptions were made before 
cond1.~cting the surv~y: 
1. An adequate percentage of subjects would returr1 
the questic.~~1o.i r(;:. 
•") ,..., The s·,1bjec ts' responses to the question..'laire 
items would be honest. 
J, The subjects would understand the items included 
on the questionnaire. 
4. reh(~ subjects would complete the questionnaire 
fully and proverly. 
6 
5, The questionnaire would yield data essential for 
answering the study :problem. 
6. Tr1e researcher would be able to properly analyze 
and interpret; the data. 
Based on the review of literature, studying results 
fi\JT1 r·e S ea~e f. (1;·,rl'-"' "n c> nr'"'l J. T"i l''"""'"Y ·~+.-,rlv ( Lf.'7 • ?6) '=111•1 Tht"-·'-·"'"~··J· ._.. J... J. ........., _}:... .......... _.I ... _,_ .l.._<...... "-J ,_I,A_ ....... J \ : '._, .... J' ....... . --· .I..L. 
ough e.naJ..ysis oi' the ::prcblem, the investigator developed a 
number of pE;rtinent hy:pc·t:neses. Because of the various typ'es 
of data and the ma~y considerations to the study problem, a 
total of seven hypotheses vve"J:-e formulated. The first two 
l"- .,-1-·~·· ,, - "''Y'e "Or 'r-Yn"'c'1 ·r~·'-h t"':".-o o·',,rr~r··all re:=',pond~-.~ ... + ~,-_.LRW-•JPr-' :.,llt:.':'>:.S v·icJ.. c lC :;;_·" \, ;_ "·'- '-'• 1. _ ~ • ,_""' , _ 
points. Subse~uent typo~teses were focused on potential 
differences between responde~t groups. 
H~. r~c::;pvndc:nts would place significantly greater 
1. 
•''}'f' '~+-' ._..,,, rf ,,.~ }'. T ·t'1,._.. qt..1d l J.C<-.... J.O •• >:> u _ o.pp .lean .S 118..1 
on uersonal qualities. 
H2 . R2sponder:.ts v.rould pl<:..ce significantly gre8.ter 
n3. Principals would place significantly greater 
importance on the interview assessment of applicants' pro-
fessional qualifications than would the Superintendents or 
Personnel Directors. 
H4. Principals would place significantly greater 
importance on applicants' coaching potential and/or 
experience than would the Superintendents or Persolli'1el 
Directors. 
H5. Superintendents or Personnel Directors would 
place significantly greater importance on applicants• addi-
.Jcional work experience with youth than would Principals. 
7 
H6. Principals would be significantly more concerned 
with the professio~al flexibility of applicants than Super-
:i.ntendents or })ex·sonnel Dir£-;ctors. 
11?. Superintendents or Fersom"lel Directors would 
' 
place significantly gr·eater importance on teacbing strengths 
and weaknesses of applicants than would Prir~ci.pals. 
Deductions leading to the development of individual 
hypothe::ws were primarily based on findings revealed through 
the review of literature. The numbering below corresponds 
to that of the previously stated hypotheses. 
1. The majority of the literature stressed profes-
sional qualifications of candidates as the single most impor-
tant factor to consider in screening teacher applic.:ar:ts. 
Sin.ce inith:.l screening is almost entL~·ely based on perusal 
8 
of application data, it was deduced that, while subsequently 
important, personal qualities generally would not be viewed 
by hiring agents as being as important as professional qual-
ifications. 
2. While much literature could be found that discussed 
the importance of the pre-interview assessment in teaching 
applicants, as well as the ineffectiveness of the interview 
as the primary method of staff selection, . much more literature 
was found which stated that the interview was probably the 
single most important factor in teacher selection. It seemed 
apparent that even if much emphasis was placed on the pre--
interview assescment of candidates, and all applicants were 
presumably equal on paper, the interview would be the deter-
m5.ning factor in the selection of a candidate. Based on 
these ideas, it was deduced that the respondents would place 
greater importance on the interview assessment of applicants' 
professional qualifications than on the pre--interview assess-
ment. 
J. Due to the sheer volume of teaching applications 
school districts were reportedly receiving, it seemed apparent 
that initial screening of these applic sn.ts would be done by 
the Superintendents or Personne1 Direc·cors before any were 
asked to interview. Based upon . the rationale just developed, 
it was d€•duced that while Superintendents or Personnel Directors 
. . . . . 
WOtJ.ld be TflOre involved with the pre-interview asse s sment of 
applieanto, the Principals would be more involved with inter·-
viewing the "quRl.ifiect ·'' applicCJ.nts. And th.us the PrincipB.lf:3 
9 
would place greater importance on the interview assessment 
of professional qualifications than would the other respondent 
group. 
4. Because of the fact that Principals are involved 
so much in building management and generally are concerned 
about the programs within their schools, and because of the 
prevalent emphasis on winning in athletics and the prestige 
to school which accompanies winning, it was deduced that 
Principals would place greater importance on the coaching 
potential and/or experience of teaching applicants than 
would the Superintendents or Personnel Directors. 
5. Based on the rationale developed earlier (See 
num:)er .3), it se(~med apparent that Superintendents or Personnel 
Directors wculd probably look at the general suitability of 
an applican-t, while a Principal would look for someone that 
is going to :fit into the present staff in terms o.f philosop.hy, 
personality, and specific area of interest. During the pre-
interview assessment of an applicant, it could be determined 
L~· he or sht; had any additional work expe·L"ience with youth. 
:I.1his would be an apparent positive factor in the initial 
screening of a ·candidate. If the applicant, after the initial 
process, a.p:p;:;ared to be "qualified," he or she would most 
.likely be invited to interview. Because of their specific 
ccnc.;e:ns for the school and its programs, Principals would 
likely neitf:.(~r dir.~count the importance of an applicant~ s 
add.i tion2.l worl< experience with youth; nor place much emphasis 
on it. Because of the aforementioned reasons, it was deduced 
10 
that Superintendents or Personnel Directors would place greater 
importance on the applicants' additional work experience with 
youth than would the Principals. 
6. It seemed apparent that Principals must manage 
their individual schools, and in doing so must handle such 
problems as: teacher cut backs; teaching period allotments; 
tight district finances; and staffing for clubs, sports, and 
other extra-curricular activities. Principals must deal with 
these concerns constantly. When they do have a chance to 
interview a prospective teacher they might want to know if 
an applicant can fill various positions within a school's 
program. Based on these ideas, it was deduced that Principals 
would be more concerned with the professional flexibility of 
::;,pplicants than Superintendents or :?erscnnel Directors. 
7. To assess an applicant's teaching strengths and 
·weaknesses when he or she is a beginning teacher is probably 
difficult and only based on a few criteria. One such criterion 
would be evaluation of the applicants' student teaching exper-
lence, Another might be responses to questions asked in the 
~.:;cr·eening process per·'cinen·c to the applicant's ovm assessment 
of his or her teaching strengths and/or weaknesses. This 
type of philosophical question would generally be found in 
the Superintendent's or Personnel Director's initial screening 
of candidates to determine if they are qualified for a parti-
cular position. If the applicant seemed to be qualified, 
further screening would likely be done by the Principal. 
Br:tSed on the ideas just discussed j and because the Principals 
11 
assumably are more concerned with specific qualities of a 
candidate, it was deduced that the Superintendents or Personnel 
Directors would place greater importance on teaching strengths 
and/or weaknesses of applicants than would Principals. 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Pertinent terms were defined as applied to this 
study to enhance reader understanding. 
Screening process. Screening process is the occur-
rence of events which take place in teacher selection including 
the pre-interview assessment of a prospective teacher and the 
interview itself. 
}'T.§.::int~~.;c··vi~.::w assessment. Pre-interview assessment 
lS the initial screening of a prospective teacher via persual 
of written application and/or resume, and, at times, checking 
out references, placement file, or others. 
]:_::J.t:?.r~iew process. Interview process is the occur-
rGnce of events during an interview--the attitudes sr1d qu.es~ 
tions whi.ch are considered and asked from the time a pros-
pective teacher en·ters the room to the time he leaves. This 
would include such things as the first impression candidates 
made upon the interviewer, the candidates' personal qualjties, 
and the candidates' professional qualifications. 
I>rosDecttv_~ _ _:CP-_?.SB~· Prospective teachr:~r is an 
applicant or cand·idate for a teaching posi tioYJ.. To qualify, 
12 
all the professional education requirements for the secondary 
teaching credential must be completed or in progress, and the 
applicant or candidate must be eligible to work the up and 
coming academic year. 
Interviewer. An interviewer is the person, whether 
it be the Superintendent, Personnel Director, or Principal 
of a school district, in charge of screening, questionning, 
and/or evaluating prospective teachers • 
.Qol}si_ete!}.st:.• Consistency is uniformity or similarity 
in the various aspects of the screening process. 
SUWi:MARY 
'.rhis introductory chapter contained statements of 
the study purpose and problem. Also included wer'? statements 
of importanGe, scope, delimitations, assumptions, hypotheses, 
deduc<::d consequences, and definitions. 
Chapter 2 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Jobs for young people in many professions are scarce 
(JJ:6). The teaching profession is no exception in this day 
and age of a tight job market. Although school systems may 
vary as to employment practices ( 8: JlH), the review of liter-
ature revealed a number of general considerations universally 
utilized in teacher selection. The findings of specifically 
related research were presented following the review of other 
resources. 
· · JJITERN~URE ON EVAL')ATION 
CRTTimiA IN. TEACHER SELE 1.:;TION 
The screening process in teacher selection has been 
a responsibility which administrators have had to deal with 
as long as children have been attending publ3..c schools ( 7:4). 
Because of the importance placed upon this responsibility, 
it has been suggested that a sys tema tic method or procedure 
be foll .owed in Order to improve the teacher selection process 
(7:J). 
Earlv Literature on Tea cher -·--"----------- ·--
~;e lection ---------·-
One of the earliest stadies of the problem of teacher 
selection was made by Ballou in 1915 (J). Tli.is st~.ldy was 
"'J .1. 
14 
followed in 1928 by a survey of the National Education Asso-
ciation (JB). These contributions dealt, primarily, with the 
responsibility of the Superintendents for the selection of 
teachers and with the eligibility of candidates in terms of 
age, training requirements, teaching experience, health, and 
moral character. 
In 19J8 Coulbourn did a research study on teacher 
selection procedures in large city schools. He, through an 
extensive review of literature, constructed a list of criteria 
for establishing standards for teacher selection. The fol-
lowing cri t e :-.:-ia seemed to be of major impo:-ctance in the 
screening process of teachers: 
1. Every effort should be made by those responsible 
l'or the s Glec i: ion cf t 2achers to obtain cornpletE: and reliable 
evidence con:::ernh:tg the qu8.li:fications of each applicant. 
2. A program of teacher selection should include 
the use of an application blan1r to be filled out by all can-
didateso 
J. Every candidate 1 ::~ credentials should include 
information from competent persons 'IVLO a:ce test acquainted 
vvi th him and his work. 
4o Provision should. be 1:1ade .1n ever~' progrc;:m of 
teacher selection for a personal interview, where possible, 
with every qualified candidate ( 7: H3). 
'I'he s e criteria have been accc.;ptE:d by many school 
districts and authorities as proper steps to be considered 
in teacher s election. 
Importance of Pre-Interview 
Assessment in T~acher Selection 
Morris asserted that the initial screening of a 
candidate is very important because it is impractical to 
interview every candidate for a teaching position (37:15). 
Further research suggested that the pre-interview assess-
ment of a candidate could be the most important evaluation 
criterion because interviews were often "non predictive" of 
15 
teaching success (25 :504) . Hickey, agreeing with the latter, 
stated that unless the interview of candidates could be un-
biased and "consistent," the predictions made could be 
meaningless (23:505)• 
Finley felt that an interview might not effectively 
1 t ,. t I l•f• t• . f t h• 1-. 4 eva., uc.. ~e .:l ca.nd l'l8 .. ,e :::qua .. J. 1ca ,lons. or ,e8.c. J.ng, ~. .. uc 
might be r.10re co :;1cerned with an applicant 's attractiveness, 
poise, and dress (J0:96). Carlson (26:461) did a study on 
written information versus the influence of appearance. He 
car.H.~ to trH~ conclusion that the written material weighed 
about LJ.o percent in the evaluation of a candidate, while 
appearance weighed only 5 percent . He also suggested that 
many tim0s the interv.i ew could b9 iYH.:d'fecti ve because the 
intervievrers looked for negative information from first 
impressions such as appearance , etc. 
Although some authorities ascertained that the 
interview of candidates might be ineffective if done improp-
er1y, they also stressed the importance of having some 
direction in the interview and selecting the best qualified 
candidates to interview (29, 30, 31, and others) • 
. Importance of Interview 
on Teacher Selection 
16 
Almost everyone engages ln interviewing of some kind 
(17:7), whether seeking employment, psychological help, or 
medical assistance. There are many different types of inter-
views and, according to Garrett u, • • the method of conduc-
ting an interview will be influenced to a considerable extent 
by the purpose of that interviewu (9:17). 
School systems may vary a.s to employment practices, 
but "Iarely is the interview omitted.JJ (8:JLJ-1 )o It was r-:;ug--
gested that one of the best ffiearis of securing infonnatlon 
concerning a t e2.ching candidat~~ is through the personal inter·-
view, and there are fev-1 instances when teachers should be 
emplo;yed without having an inte:c~view (?: 22 ). ri:'he purpose 
of thr.? :i_nterview in teacher selection is to determine if the 
applicant meets the needs of the school district (31:12). 
O!'~e school district may not be looking for the Game 
t;)rpe of ca:-1didatt=~ as another school district, but the~r usually 
seem to be concerned with tne same charactE~ristics of a can-
d ~ d t ( r,,9 . CJ) • .1. .a .. e r..., : :J • According to the American Association of 
Examiners and Administra.tors ~)f Educational Personnel : 
'J.1he purposes of th(-? inte:eview are to appra.ise per-
sonality traits, explore ran.ge of interest:::, discover 
command of English , and note any other characteristics 
of importance for the position sought. Care should be 
tal'~en to hold the interview to its purposes and not to 
trespass on other areas whieh are. more c.;ffectively 
measured by other tnchniques. (1:1) 
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For the purposes of this study, characteristics of a 
teaching candidate were classified in two broad categories; 
the personal qualities, and the professional qualifications. 
Personal Qualities and 
· Professional Qualifications 
Many authorities have listed the individual charac-
teristics within these categories and discussed the impor-
tance of them. rrhis was evidenced by Brannon when he stated 
that "the personal interview holds the potential to yield a 
different dimension of the applicant's characteristics'' 
(25:166)o He later said that 
, " . proper probing c~n reveal some of the 
candidate's basic feelings about education and life • 
• • • :ir1 addit.ion 1 the interviewer has the opportunity 
to observe r:;uch j_mpo rta.nt chara.cteris tic:3 as poise, 
entmciatior1 1 phrasing, posture, facial expressions, 
mann(~r of dress, cleanliness, and mannerisms. ( 25: 167) 
Further evidence listing the important characteristics 
of a cailciidate was found in a monograph on the "Principles 
and Procedures of Teacher Selection." It stated that the 
interview is best used to obtain estimates of certain personal 
and social characteristics and to a limited extent, the poten-
tialities for professional growth ru1d the general physical 
fitness of the applicant (:1.:97). Orth believed that the inter-
view can be the basic criterion of employment, even though 
other factors must be considered when screening the applicants 
(!.~0:19). He based this belief on preliminary research which 
indicated that personality may be the key ingredient to sue-
cessful participation in a teaching situation (40:20), 
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Dunmire and Quigley made an evaluation rating chart 
for interviewers to which they assigned values of importance. 
Included on this chart were many characteristics important 
in teacher selection. They were (1) general appearance, (2) 
personal communication, (3) organizational ability, (4) 
personality (drive, tact), (5) experience, (6) educational 
background, (7) oral and written expression, (8) background 
in planning, and (9) community participation (29:53). 
Finley had definite ideas about his intervi ew pro-
cedure and the screening process, and how importar1.t it was 
1n determining if candidates were qualified. It was his a:im 
to determine and challenge the strong points of a candidate, 
and also to determine and attack his or her weak points (JO t 
98). He f<cJ lt t:(lat this vms a good method for assegsing a 
candidate's personality, opinions, and feelings. 
Dunmire, Hontz, Yantis, and many of the other author--
ities whose literature was reviewed, discussed the personal 
qualities and professional qualifications important in teacher 
selection (29:53; 12:39; 44:76). IViany of them did this by 
either ccmpiling a list of questions an interviewer s hould 
ask or by listing characteristics an interviewer should rate 
in teacher selection. Among items listed by two or more 
authorities were (1) teaching strengths and weaknesses, (2) 
professional stability (or plans for moving out of area), 
of situations , (4) eitracurriculir interests, (5) why teaching, 
(6) extra- work re1ated to tea.ching, (?) teaching philosophy, 
(8) study plans, (9) student teaching experience and/or 
impressions, and (10) areas of interest in teaching. 
Hontz summed up the apparent mixture of character-
istics and various lists compiled by the authorities when 
he said "as each interview is a unique expression of the 
interests of the participants, it is .impossible to predict 
the exact course which a particular interview will take 11 
(12:39). He went on to say, however, that "certain topics 
are common to most interviews" (12:39). 
Another characteristic thought to be of importance 
in teacher selection was the applicant's past performance 
(student teaching). According to McKenna, "the best pre-
diction of how an employee will perform in the :future is 
from his past . One way to det c:n·mine past performance is 
through the interviev1" ( 36:8). He also stated that 20 per-
cent or more of the variance in future performance can be 
predicted on the basis of the interview alone (36:8). 
REI.ATED RESEARCH 
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A review of literature on teacher selection methods 
indicated that although teacher selection policies and pr·o-
cedures have attracted mucih attention over the years, not 
much res(-~arch 'ivas evident on the viewpoint of Superintendents, 
Personnel Directors, or Principals in the teacher selection 
screening process, e:3pecially comparing the viewpoints of 
the different respondents. 
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Coulbourn did a study in 19.38 (mentioned · earlier in · 
this chapter) that dealt with the selection of teachers in 
large school systems. While he did not compare groups that 
did teacher selection, he did list many of the qualities or 
traits rated high by administrators. Among them were (1) 
personal appearance, (2) personal manner, (.3) professional 
attitude, (4) use of English, (5) evidence of culture, (6) 
recreational activities, (7) voice, (8) dress, (9) profes-
sional growth, and (10) physical appearance (7:72). 
Research done by the American Association of Exam-
lners and Administrators of Educational Personnel, also dealing 
with principles and procedures in teacher selection, did not 
distinguish any differences ln individual viewpoints among 
interviewers (1:20). Still another s ·tudy was conducted 
nineteen years ago by the National Education Association. 
This study primarily dealt with the entire area of personnel 
administration. The teacher selection process was only par-
tially treated and nothing noteworthy about consistency in 
viewpoint was discus;sed ( 15:2). 
Gilbert, Bogen, and Lang, in a cooperative research 
project, discussed teacher selection policies and procedures 
in large public schools. They did not provide data pertinent 
to the different interviewers' viewpoints, but they did offer 
a concise list of the five most likely characteristics to be 
re:'cted by in-terviewers. '_rhere were ( 1) personal appearance, 
(2) speech, (.3) attitudes toward work, (4) interest in chil-
drcm and/or youth, a::1d (5) philosophy of education ( lO:l.J-J), 
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One similar type of research paper, which supported 
the importance or value placed on the interview in teacher 
selection, was found in reviewing the literature. In 1972 
Yantis and Carey surveyed five hundred seven Michigan public 
school administrators. They were asked to rank various 
evaluation criteria as to importance in the screening process 
of a first year teacher. On a basis of ranks one tc seven, 
the following results were given: 
Items 
1. Personal interview 
2. Student teaching 
J. Past employer references 
4. Academic evaluation letter 
5. Academic grade point average 
6. Extracurricular activities 
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Anothe:-c survey don1.0: concerning the screening process 
in general, which could apply to teaching, was entitled "How 
Do Em:r::loye::c"s Value the Interview." In this article Drake had 
employe:r.s force rank many items pertinent to evaluation cri·-
teria of job applicants (28:48). The results showed that 78 
percent of the respondents felt the function of the interview 
was the preliminary screening of candidates. Among other 
infor'IT,ation o:f interest was the staternent that the most impor-
tant "personalu quality was 11 self·-expression." ''General 
appearance 11 outvveighed the "famous hand shake,'' and the )'gen-
eral .i.:;npression" of the; interviewer overrode evaluation 
based on "course work" and "resumes'' (28:l.J-9). 
A sizeable number of artieJ.es offered suggestions 
regarding what should be done in .the field of interview 
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method for teacher selection, but offered no empirical data 
about consistency in viewpoint of the administrators selecting 
teachers. This apparent inconsistency in the screening method, 
particularly the interview, was expressed by a number of 
researchers. Garrett emphasized this idea in the following 
statement: 
Probably everyone starting to interview wishes there 
were a list of rules he could follow; but unfortunately 
it is impossible to enumerate a complete list of infal-
lible rules for all interviewing or even for any parti-
cular kind. Interviewing takes place between human beings 
who are much too individualized to be reduced to a formula. 
(9:7) 
Research on Effectiveness 
·-c;:r-tEe fnterv~t ew in the 
§_~1~ c t i Q_Y:;-·-o :f ~.fe a cJ:l e £.§. · 
A number of researchers have questioned the effec-
tiveness of the employment interview as the primary or a 
major component in the selection process (35:141). Landy 
and Bates also felt, however, that even though interviews 
might not be valid, Jlthere is a general feeling among 
researchers in that area, that there is something going 
on in the interview that is systemic" (35: 1lH). 
The results of other research on the in~ffectiveness 
of the interview were found in an article by Robinson (41:39). 
He summarized the research that was done on the selection 
interview since 1964. He used that point in time as a base-
line because of two articles which appeared in separate jour-
nals during that year. These articles summarized the research 
back to 1949. The two articles in 1964, along with Rabin-
son's work, indE~pend(mtl;'l referenct'? over one hundred fifty 
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different articles and books in the field. The majority of 
re search discussed casted serious doubts on the effectiveness 
of traditional interviewso Robinson suggested that "a blind 
faith persists in the efficiency and, too often, the validity 
of thE~ selection interview" ( 41:8). He further evidenced 
this idea as follows: 
The interview is the most widely used yet least 
understood method of personnel management. Virtually 
eV(7.ry orga11ization utilizes the interview. , •• How-
ever, in spite of its wide usage , the interview is 
probably the least efficient technique in personnel 
management todayo (41:40) 
While much research seemed to negate the effective-
ness of the interview in the selection process, other re-
search coulQ be found that suggested what effects the inter-
view r1ight .have on teacher selection decisions. Bolton and 
Hiclc~y did a study which attempted to determine the actual 
value of an interview in teacher selection. They concluded 
that it was of considerable value if administered properly, 
and measured the necessary informa.tion desired ( 23:503). 
Characteristics of Interviewers ----·------------ · 
Research was done on the characteristics of inter-
· V:i swers , but nothing could be found comparing individual 
inte1~viewers' viewpoints in teacher selection. However, some 
related literature gave suggestions as to why differences 
might exist in the vie'N})Oint of the interviewers, Steinkamp 
did r esearch on some of ·the characteristics of effective 
.in-!~erviewers, His study focused on interviewer personality 
trai tr:: as they re1at<~ to interviewing effectiveness. He 
wrote: "The effective interviewer displays less social 
dependence, and do es not need to receive as much -sympathy 
and affection" (42:480). He stressed the idea that positive 
self-confidence, the ability to control the interview sit-
uation, and to view people objectively are very important 
cha racteristics of an effective interviewer (42:480). 
The interviewer's personality or personal character-
istics are important factors in the selection process because 
"the assessment one makes can easily be bi a sed by prejudices" 
(18:J). An individual in charge of screening rr.ight have cer-
tain preferences which could rightly or wrongly bias his or 
her j"udgmen.t in 'teacher selection. According to Shouksmi th, 
"such bias es lead to unreliability in the interview" (18:J). 
He · a1 Bo wrote tha t the way to make ·teacher selection, par--
tieu1.arly i n terviews, more reliable is through the control 
of the s e bi a ses. In his words: 
The i mportance of excluding or controlling a bias 
in <:"3.ssemJinents emerges. The competent interviewer is 
one who knows his own biases and whose interview tech-
r.ti. crue i s such t1·1a t it excludes bias as m11ch as uo ssi ble 
f rom t he asses sment. (18:6) ~ 
Trend s in Teache r SeJ.ection 
.. ·-···- -- --·-- ..... ---·---------· 
· 'l'he trend that the screening process and interviews 
seemed to be taking was toward a very individual nature. 
There was a great deal of literature supporting the idea 
that incons i stency in viewpoint existed in the interviev1 
proces s. Acc6rding to Shouksmith: 
There is no such thing as the interview, but there 
are many interviews. Each has its own method and char-
acteristics. Even with one type of interview there is 
by no means only one method. (18:8) 
According to Maier, the needs of the school direct 
the prejudices of the interviewer in teachers interviewed 
and selected. "It goes without saying that interviewers 
may differ in skill, but it is also possible that two 
skilled interviewers may practice quite different selection 
methods" ( 14 : 2 ) • 
SUMMARY 
From all the literature reviewed, even though many 
i terns were deen>2d important, no clear a.."ld concise pattern 
ln. t11e c;crr;~ening proceE:s could be d .~~ stingv.ished, pertinent 
to over8.11 viewpoint of Superintendents or Personnel 
Directors, and Principals. 
Although the methods of screening candidates may 
have differed because of the type of position open, there 
seemed to be certain criteria of evaluation conEon to 
teacher selection. 
'I'he importance of the pre-interview assessment and 
the in·terview in teacher selection supported the need for 
the study problem. The related research discussed the 
~roblem and 1 in discussing the trends of teacher selection, 
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RESEARCH AND PROCEDURES 
The method of rcse:arch and procedures for gathering 
and analyzing the data were selected f or their us efulness in 
this type of study. 
ME1rHOD OF RESEA RCH 
The descriptive-survey method, -:1 s ing a qu es tionnaire~ 
instrument, was used :for this study becaus(~ it . was deemed to 
be t h8 be::;t way of coll c~ cting th e desi:r·ed infonJ;at5.on for 
Descr~ptive-survey studie s ~re research when they 
c::ceate o:::- ascertain: ( t) ne-N catego ries that are re-
'l "' ali r lg ' ) I~ of' ffic)·r.e f~r r""'C'n J·n -r c~ '.,.,.l -';f'~r•':1 '!'C 0 ' ( r, ) ~"0'1 .. , · . ~--- - , ' - .. . -.-::. - ,\::; .;, - - LG '-'-'- bl - ~ --· -'--~ .:... l , -. ' ,.:::. ~ .L --
cepts that afford a more bas i c grasp cf the factors 
which enter into tl':e re s u1 ts or ,,,hich re'..:r.:;sent results 
'~'' C· ""'e c ",... +9 l. 111 '.r • ( '3 ' r··1e -!-·n , r. ~ of' de ·c· PC Jc i n 'J.- '"n i i c1 e-"' tJ· ·'·'y, J. ,. -, ()' _,, , .... . .e_,_ ._._, __ --,1, .. ; , '-' .ov.>=> ·· ·- - -···--b , .... c. ~ , "'· .. L --- -o 
"'f'.,,-.-'-o·•·· "' '1cl rrte~ '' ,l~l·Y\ g l· -·c (,~, -r, l~ ;+',,l· ,.lu- i+) v ·,Jua ... le o. - c;c" I.J ·- 1 ·: >.c 4 1 - c~. , :;. ,, .L .:. 1 .? Y.'-' c;>.. . ,_ .J. J 1 0 -- v 1 , o.. • U __ . 
-+-'""' ,-,""··· ~ ........ ] 1 ... rr ·· l· r~ r:l "i·1d .J ..... ~~""'~Crl·- +-"oY'I~ (J ; ) (\ '" ~ -.""-r ' l·· n ·~pl~rt~on<.,h..; . '"' .1 " -~ c... LL<- J.;)' ,::, __ ,:; cw U t:! o:O ' · p v..l '!.->- 1 \ 1' ~ •:; I l•C· .. ·• .L - .0. •.L ->- Lj . .. L.Pu 
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the ctr~ c ture of r e l ationships--of the mechanism relating 
them , why and how certai n factcn:; caus e certain r-esults. 
( ··:t-1:  55'? } 
;~0 
PROCEDURES 
I n o~der to conduct the study , the researcher had 




A review was made of the pertinent literature 
which included books, journals, professional publications, 
periodicals, and miscellaneous unpublished materials. An 
orientation to the study was done which discussed the pur-
pose, importance, scope, and delimitations of the study. 
Basic assumptions, hypotheses, deduced consequences 1 and 
a definition of terms were also formulated, An alphabetized 
and consecutively numbered bibliography and appendixes were 
prepared. 
Sources of Data _________ ,. .. __ _ 
The data were collected from the responses of selected 
school Sup erintnndents or Personnel Directors~ and Principals 
wi -::;·hin ::.:;elected counties. 'I1he '.rievrpoints of these two 
respondent groups were cc·llected by the adininistration of 
a questionnaire. A total of one hundred twenty subjects 
w2re selected for the study, comprising two respondent groups. 
One r espondent group consisted of seventy-five public school 
Superintendents or Personnel Directors, representing th8 
·t· ·-. t -- -r po.,, ,,.1, "+l. on of' .;..,., .r1 s(''l ·"' · ... ·tPd C'"'1'Yl+~ e"' .:n Cali .c-L·ornl· '1 · \.· a,. _ . lJi...A. .t.. ·. v. ..., . t,r.;. · ...... ...... v .., t. J · .A..l. v ....... Q .L t: _,__ L.l a., 
Th e ether respondent group consisted of forty-five, or a 
r25 percent random sample, of high school ?.:.·incipals J_n the 
Appendix A). 
In order to conduct the investigation, the au·thor 
·~) ,..., r"'t _, _  () ( ' . -_ ...... • t . t. . .,...,. 1 ( ·t- ~ ri:., ... -· .1-,· .......... 'Y"\ , . ~ r·e .l 0.\. '·'·· ;Ori. t:, I..•.L l.~.:! · C..l.. t-1. 'AUti L..-O .li.tJ.ct.L • 
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questionnaire were basically identified through a review 
of literature. However, content and format stemmed from 
suggestions provided by a group of experts who helped with 
the development of the instrument. Major segments o:f the 
questionnaire dealt with ranking numerous candidate qual-
i ties and qualifications in the following 'oroad categories 
of ( 1) . the pn;;--interview assessment of a prospective teacher, 
( 2) the first impression a prospective teacher mak~?.s upon 
an interviewer, (3) the personal qualities of a prospec-
tive teacher, (4) the professional qualifications of a 
prospective teacher, and (5) the overall importance of 
each of these question areas in the screening process. 
Pre-tests were conducted to establish validity 
anc'!. , subsequently, for relio.tili ty. The subjects for pl'G-
tests were selected because of location. The area from 
which th8 su1)jects were selected i:neluded cc-mmunities in 
Sa:n. J·oaquin and Stanislaus cot..mties. 'Ihe list of subjects 
arld high 
school Pr-incipals wit'r!in various school distr·ict::; th:cough-
out the two cov ... n. tie~:: (A list of the subjects can ·r)e found 
in Appendix A). 
y~)-i_g.i tV..• The pre-test for validity was adrr.:1.nistered 
to ten subjects, all of whom responded, These subjeots were 
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selected on the basis of their expertise in hiring, and 
included Superintendents, Personnel Directors, and high school 
Principals. A cover letter accompanied the questionnaire in 
which the study and the need for expert assistance were 
explained (S ee Appendix B). In the instructions, the respon-
dents were asked to add or delete items, and to constructively 
comment on all or any part of the questiormaire 1 Follow-up 
phone calls were made to assure full retun1 of the question-
naires. 
After analyzing the results of the pre-test, the 
questionnaire was re·v·ised an<i refined. In 1 t fJ :final form, 
the questionnaire was divided into three ma jor parts, the 
second of ·which had three sub·-s(-::ct.ions 1 The first tVvo parts 
required force rru:king various items perLlnen t to importance 
in assessing the characteristics of 8. p.:::·o sp ect:i. ve Ph;ysical 
Education teacher. The third part of the questionnaire 
required as~::i.gning a. percentage rating to each of the pre·-
ceding parts~ and sections thereof, pertinent to their 
overall importance in the screening process. 
The questi onna.l.re, as revised, was found to be valid 
by the ;:;ame panel o:f experts (See Appendix A). Subsequently 
it was tested for reliability. 
The pre-test for reliability was admin-
isterr:;d to tell c-;ubjects, with a ten day interval between 
.t-y. e f;r ·'- ,-.,... ..:1 c:')conrl ao:'l-";'".l .. r.!s~r- n-i-J'onc. .. fc..' C!e "··l)·ne· · ct ·i·r n f'o -'-'·1 . -~ . 'S ~ Ul >.f.l , ; t.. . ...... - .l:l -t..L._ v.~n v.. v , ,_,c h.:...t H __ _,,_ '"' . r 
copies of cover letters). Eight of the ten subjects 
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responses were correlated with their responses on a re-test. 
Correlations for the five inclusive categories on a test/re-
test ranged between • 786 and • 829, dete~:·mir;..:~d, in consulta-
tion with an advisor , to be sufficiently high for carrying 
out 7.he study. 
The Data 
In order to obtain the data for the study, ·the sur-
vey was conducted with administration of t1"1.e final question--
naire. The questi.onEaires, along with a co'>-er letter explaining 
the Etudy, were mailed with self--addressed stamped envelopes 
to the one Lund.red tvtenty sub.jects. Foll.ow--up letters and 
After the cro.estio~1n2.i:r·e~:; we1·e rtc; t urneds t.he responses 
were C')rnpiled a.r.d tile data analyzed. 1'he follcwjng steps 
were taken to present, analyze, and disc~ss the data: 
.1., T'he number of rr~spoP.dents, :a.r1d a bres.kd.Dvv!'l with·-
in each respondent group were given . 
2. The tvvo set;3 of re :::> por:dent .=: a ta wertJ fj_rst tab-
puted where appropr1ate. 
J. An overv:L 2w of the data 'NC:.~s given 'Nhi ch di scussec: 
the ctructare o:f the qucstiorma.ire ar.td n~ethod of tallying 
the high or J.ow responses to ·the various sections or items 
on tt.c qu~:>s"tic:n.rmire ~ 
4. Assessment of overall re spondent VlGWS was done 
J:t 
by ana.lyzing the respcnsc~s and the emphas is of importance 
placed on ·v;:1rious items , A tally of hi gh or low responses 
was used to develop a me thod of statistical analysis. Further 
asses:::;rnent of overall viewpoint was dcne by C3.lcu1ating the 
!.'eE:-;l)Ondent s ' :1wan ran~s on the various questi onnaire i terns. 
5. Compari son of viewpoints between respondent _ 
groups wa s done by t wo methods. The first method was a 
cornpRri.son of the respondents' mean ranks to the va rious 
items , whi le the second method was a compari son of tallies 
of t:te hj_ gh or lov1 respon s es placed on the importance of the 
items . Using the lat te r method , the responses ·were s tatis-
t ic s.l1:l te sted for significant d. i ff e:r-ences, 
6. 'Jlo sta-tis ~~i c:al ly analy z,e the data concerning the 
overal l respondent vi ews , and to compare vie,~oints of the 
two rt~spunc>?rlt grGI.l.ps , seven null hypotheses we r 2 formu1ated. 
tance of v2.:cio 1JE qlj_estionns .. i.re ;3ecti onr? , and t o t0:st the 
n 11 -· r· .... - • ,, ...,.,. ( . 2 ) ·-.~ .•• J_ -· ,:::,y_ Ucu. e \.X. vta.s u.se ~i iJ."t th.e .05 level 
s i {~rli :fj_ co.n c (~ t' The l Htter was select0d due t o i ts streng-ch 
i~ testing f or si@iifi cance of difference (20:20), 
0 1~ .~ differenc r: ::> to tbe 
pJac8 d on various questionnaire .i tems 
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9. Tables, which were either included within the 
text or placed in the appendixes , were made to enhance reader 
understanding and present the data in a more graphic form. 
10. The findings were consolidated into one section 
of the study to support generalizations and conclusions. 
:i.l. A summary, conclusions, and recommendations for 
further re s earch studies in the area were presented in a 
separate s ·tudy chapter. 
Additional procedures which applied to the prepar·-
ation and presentation of the thesis were done in accordance 
with the University of the Pacific's "Instructions for the 
J:'reparation and Presentation of Theses and Dissertations," 
and CD.~npbell' s and Ballou's th9sis writing manual ~6J.-(. 
1 
SUl'!IMARY 
In diBcussing the method of research and procedures, 
the basic organization of tht; investigation was given. 'Ihe 
justification for utilizing the descriptive-survey method 
was presented, as well as the procedures for collecting, 
·nr·e>se't"' 'tl"nrr o') Y'l .. { a·r·:-> J.yc'i'" O' the data. 1:" •.A- .. 0 , CA..ll. .... ... .l..-l.~ LJ J.lQ 
Chapter 4 
PRESENTATION AND 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
A:fter administering the questionnaire, sending 
numero1.ts .follow-up questionnaires, and receiving a sub-
stantial number of responses, the investigator compiled 
and analyzed the data. The data were helpful in deter-
mining the viewpoint toward the screening process for 
selecting beginning high school Physical Education teachers 
in selected counties in California; and, more specifically, 
u1 determin::i_ng to \vha t extent, if any, consistency existed 
ln viewpoint among and/or betvvf)en Superintendents or Per·-
sonnel Directors, and Principals, in assessing t te pe~sonal 
q1.J.c:..li ties and professional qualificatio:ns of a prospective 
teacher. 
1'HE RESPONDENTS 
Questicnnaires were sent to seventy--five Super-
intendents or Personnel Dir(~C tors, and forty-f'i ve Princi-
pals. Of thE: one hundred twenty subjects included in the 
study, a total of one hundred s ix, or 88 percent of the 




Per. Dirs. Principals Total 
Completed the questionnaire 
Returned; improperly completed 
Returned; not complete 
















The respondents who completed the questionnaire 
properly consisted of 89 percent, or forty Principalsi and 
80 percent, or sixty Superintendents or Personnel Directors. 
A total of 83 percent of the subjects surveyed returned 
questionnaires which were used in presenting the data (A 
complete summary of questionnaire responses 1vas included 
in Appendix C). 
OVERVIEW OF DATA 
of types of data (See Appendix B), Part I, "Pre-Interview," 
contained eight items respondents were asked to rank in 
. + 1mpor.,ance. The items in this section related to profes-
sional qualif5.cations of app licants, Part II, "The Inter-
view," contained three sections (A-C), eaGh of which had 
a list of items to be ranked by impo"rtance. Section A 
contained :four items, while bo th Sections Band C contained 
seven items. Sections A and B were concerned with personal 
qua.lities of applicants. Section C consisted of professional 
qualifications. Part III of the que Btionnaire, "OveraJ..l 
Hating of Candidate," con~~istcd of four categories, eaeh 
paral.leling ·tile pre·vious q_u.estiotlnail'"'e seo ~ti onB. ~'}~. e d.a ·ta 
for this last part of the questionnaire consisted of per-
centage ratings of the importance of the previous question-
naire parts and sections. 
Tallies of high-low responses to these various 
questionnaire sections, by the one hundred respondents, 
were placed in Tables and either interspersed throughout 
the subsequent discussion, or, in some cases, placed in 
the Appendixes. Assessment of overall respondent views 
3.5 
was based on a simple majority (51) of responses pertinent 
to the importance of various sub items. A high-low impor-
tance concept, based on simple majority, was utilized in 
analyzing the data. For example, in a section containing 
eight i·terns, the ranks of one to four were considered high, 
while ranks five to eight we re considered low. This pro-
cedure was followed for sections with an even number of 
items. In the two sections with seven items, the ranks of 
one to threE; were high and five to seven were low. The rank 
of four was considered neutral. In tests for significance 
of difference, the neutral rankings were equaJ.ly div-ided 
between hi gh and low categories. The ove t'all vievvpoints 
of the one hundred respondents were a sses sed in accordance 
with the high-low method just presented. Further assessment 
of the overall viewpoints o:f the one hundred re s pondents 
was done by determiping the mean responses to each of the 
questionnaj.re items. These were listed in their order of 
importance. 
Comparisons in the viewpoints of the two sub-groups--
sixty Superintehdents or Personnel Directors and forty Prin-
cipals--were additionally determined by application of Chi-
Square (x2), the test selected to determine the significance 
of differences between groups. 
OVERALL RESPONDENT VIEWS AND 
COMPARISON OF RESPONDENTS' VIEWPOINTS 
With respect to the items contained in Part I (Pre-
Interview), there was a simple majority agreement of respon-
dents. Five of the eight items were ranked high (a, c, e, 
f, and g). 'rhe remaining three items (b, d, and h) ranked 
low. These high-low iteres were listed below, along with 
trte r1umber of respondents so ranking them. 




Major area. of in-





















While there. were simpl.e majority views noted among respon-
dents 1 -1::-wo interesting observat5.o11S were mad1:; :from th,3 data 
(See Table 1). First, responses were net always consi stently 
1r 1. 0']1 
ll. : b· or low. For example, for item f, "scholastic record," 
respondents were nearly divided in the assessment of impor-
tance (5 ?.~ high; 4-8 low), indicating inconsistency j_Jl view-
within respondent groups. Second, while item a, 
!l ' • ( . • ., i I • IJ . • i • ] coacnJ.ng poten·~l. a..L an<; or exp(.;:n.ence , · receJ.Ve< a :::nmp .. e 
majority hi gh ranking (54), less than a majority (27) of 
Superintendents/Pers onnel Directors ranl\:ed this item high. 
Their views toward its importance were fairly well split. 
The significru1ce of these differences were analyzed else-
where in the chapter. 
Further as sessment of the "overall viewpoint" of 
re spondents pertinent to the pre-interview screening of 
applicants was done by determining the mean responses to 
the questionnaire items in Part I. The following were the 










Student teaching evaluation 
Rt:; f erences 
Ma j e r area of interest 
c()ac :r.ing potential [1.nd/or 
expt:;ri ence 
Scholastic record 
Additional work experi ence 
with youth 
Extracurricular activities 










The above list of mean r esponses agreed with the 
items ranked either high or low which was listed earlier in 
this ch8.pter. The two lists gave the researcher a fairly 
clear pictur e of the vi ewpoint of the respondents pertinent 
to the pre--interview assessment of applicantD. 
In comparing mean responses of each of the re spon-
dent groups , the Superintendents or Pers onnel Directors, 
3'7 . 
and the Principals a greed on alnost all the i tems. Exceptions 
W8re ·•Jadd.itional work experience with youth·'' and nextra-
curr ic·tJ1ar ;:J.c tiviti e ::3 ." The mean rank r r-J spon s es o:f 
'I'ab1e 1 
Tally of High-J-'ow R.a:1i~s on the Importance 
of the Pre-Interview Items 
--
I mportanc e 
of 
Number of' subjects and percentage of ranks 
Position on __ q_u.~stionnai re i tems (N = 100) 
Rar ... 'l{:s 
High 
1 to 4 
Low 
5 i:o 8 





















a b c - --
(27) (11 ) (43) 
. 45 ,13 . 72 
(27) L!:Q.! (Jl) 
. 68 . 25 . 76 
54 21 74 
(JJ) ( 49) (1 7 ) 
.55 . 82 .28 
(.lJ) (JO ) (9) 
.J2 .75 .24 
46 79 26 
a. Coaching potential and/or experience. 
b. Extracurricular activities and/or leisure pursuits. 
c. Major area of inter·est within P.E. and/or athletics. 
d. Participation in Intercollegiate Athletics. 
e. References (personal and employers). 
f. Scholasti c record. 
g. Student teaching evaluation. 
h. Addi tional work experience with youth. 
d e f 
(5) (46) (32) 
.08 . 77 .5J 
( l) (29) (20) 
.OJ .7J .so 
06 76 52 
( 55) (14) (2 8 ) 
. 92 . 2J .47 
(39) (10) (20) 
·97 .27 .so 

























the Principals for "extracurricular activities" was 5.7, 
above "adrlitional work experience with youth" ranked at 
5.75 (See Table 14, Appendix C for mean responses of the 
two respondent groups). 
The items in Part II, Section A, focussed on four 
aspects of "first impressions." Only item c, "physical 
appearance," received a majority high ranking (72). Item 
a, "punctuality," was ranked of low importance by sixty.,-
five respondents. "Social grace" and. "mannerisms" (b and 
d) each received a majority low ranking and were very close 
(with 53 and 52 respectively). The researcher's attention 
was drav-m to the latter i terns, hovvever. For, while the 
Princ1pa.ls did rank them 1ow, the Superintendents or Per-
sonnel Directors were split on their assessment of impor-
tance (50:50). As a group, they were not consistent in 
viewpoint (See Table 2). 
The mean response of ranks was also calculated for 
Part II, Section A. The results were helpful in further 
assessment of respondent viewpoint concerning the "first 
impresr;ion" an applicant makes upon an interviewer. The 
ranks were 8.G follows: 
1. Physical appearance 
2. I'.~anne:d.sms (body language) 
J. Social grace 





The mc·a::J:-:.: gave some indication to viewpoint, but 
39 
of their closeness and the range of ranks, it seemed 




Tally of High-Lew Ranks on the Importance 
of First Imp~ession Items 
- - - ~-·--· 
Importance 
of 
Numbe~ of subjects and percentage 
Ran .... "cs 
Hi gh 
1 or 2 
Low 
J o r 4 
Position 
Supts. or 
Pers . Dir . 
Principals 
'l'otal 
Supts . or 
Pers . Dir . 
Principals 
Total 
a . Punctuality. 
b. Social grace. 
n-F ,~..,-.,l r .~ on items (N- 10") 
_ ___.::::_.:.::... . ,;. (..I. • • ~ .L •• '.\. u ! 1 - 'J 
Items a b c d 
No. (19) (JO) (43) (JO) 
Percent . J7 . 50 . 72 .50 
No. (16 ) (17) (29) ( 18) 
Percent .40 .4J ·73 .45 
No. and 35 47 72 48 PEn~. ~ en t - ---
No . (41 ) ( 30) (17) (JO) -----·-·-
Percent .6J .50 .28 .50 
- ··- · 
No. (24) (23) (11) (22) ___ ... ___ 
Percent .60 -57 .27 .55 - ---
No . and 65 53 28 52 Percent 
c. Physical appearanc e ( bui l d, neatness, attractiven ess). 




responses). However, a comparison of the mean responses of 
the two respondent groups showed agreement in viewpoint, and 
the mean ranks of each group followed the same order as the 
above list (See Table 14, Appendix C). 
The order of importance compiled from the tally of 
high-low ranks and the list of mean responses were in ap-
parent agreement on the top and bottom ends, but were in 
disagreement concerning the importance of "mannerisms" and 
"social grace." But the difference seemed so slight that 
no further discussion was deemed necessary. 
Part II, Section B, contained seven personal qual-
ities. It was to be remembered here that the rank of four 
was considered :n<:;utral. Those items ranked as most impor-
tant (e c:md f) and those ranked least important (b and c) 
follovv, along with the number of respondents so ra.nking them. 
No. 
Interest a.'1d enthusiasm 74 
Oral expression of ideas 51 
No. 
Preparation for interview 75 
Drive and ambition 59 
'l1he other three items were of apparent neutral impor-
tance in the views of the respondents because none of them 
received a majority of responses in either the high or the 
low range. Because of the range o:f high--low responses on 
the itGms, it seemed apparent that there was inconBisteney 
of vie·wpoint within the two respond ent groups with respect 
to "candidn<~ss 11 (L~9·· high-- 34 low), ''friendlines3 and sense 
of h.umor" (h6 high--Jl~ low) and "self-coniidence 11 (lH high--
43 low). These observations were overt in Table 3. 
I 
'}1-:-, l; 1 :;:, J '- ": .... .. - ~ ... 
Ta lly o f High- Low Ha :1.~E~ :_;r: the Importance 
of Personal Qualities Items 
----~·-~-. 
Irn-r;o :r~ ·t:arlc e Number o.f subj ec ts a n d percentages of ranks 
oi' Position on questionnaire items (N = 100) -- -·-·- ·--·----
Ranks Items (i b 
Supts. or No. 
( 'U) \ 
'j\J) (16) 
Pers . Dir . Percent .50 . 2? 
Hi gh No. (19) (14) Pri ncipals 
Percent • LJ.6 ~ J5 
1 to .3 ---w-·---• No . and 
Totg_l Percent 49 JO 
Supts . o r No. {21) (J6) 
Pers. Di r . Percent .J5 .60 
Low No. (13) ( 23) Principal s Percent .JJ .58 
5 to 7 No. and 
Total Percent 34 59 - ---
Neutral (4) Total 
No . arld 









Dri ve and ambition. 
Evi dence of nreDaration f o r i nterv iew. 
Friendli nessc. and sense of humo r . 
Interest and ent husias m. 
Or a l expression of ideas • 
Self- confi d ence. 
c d e 
(12) (28) (42) 
.20 .47 .70 
(6) (18) ( J2) 
.15 .45 .80 
1 8 46 74 
(44) (21) ( 1 2) 
7') . ...) .J5 .20 
( 31) (13) (4 ) 
. 78 . JJ .lb 
75 34 16 




























The respondents' mean responses to ''personal qual-
i ties" gave further insight into the viewpoint of the groups. 
However, a scattering of responses was also apparent, which, 
because of the wide range in rankings, seemed to indicate 
inconsistency within the groups (See Table 1J, Appendix C). 








Interest and enthusiasm 
Candidness 
Oral expression of ideas 
Friendliness and sense of humor 
Self-confidence 
Drive and ambition 









Inconsistency in viewpoint also seemed apparent 
between respondent groups as their mean responses were com-
pared. The grou.ps' mean responses agreed on the ranking of 
items a, b, c, and e. But they differed considerably on the 
importance of items d, f, and g. These inconsistencies 
seemed to exist because (1) the Superintendents or Personnel 
Directors ranked "oral expression of ideas" third at J.5, 
while the Principals ranked it fourth at 3.65, (2) the Super·-
intendents or Personnel Directors ranked "self-confidence" 
fourth at J.58, while the Principals ranked it fifth at 4.28, 
and. (J) the Superintendents or Personnel Directors ranked 
0 friendliness and sense of humoru fifth at 3.97, while the 
Principals ranked it third at J.6o (See Table 14, Appendix C). 
Part II, Section C was comprised of seven professional 
qualifications~ With the eliminat1on of ranr-£-ou-r---r~-spe-n-s-e-s.----
(neutral), there still remained six of seven items receiving 
44 
simple majority response--three high and three low in im-
portance. Items given majority high rankings were d, e, and 
g; those receiving majority low ranking were b, c, and f. 
Item a failed to gain a simple majority raru~ing in either 
direction (See Table 4). The ranked majority views and 
respondent numbers follow: 




and/or experience 60 
experience 70 
Reasons for going 
Teaching strengths into teaching 55 
and weaknesses 61 
Philosophy and/or 
Professional flexi- experience with 
bility 51 atypical students 53 
The only neutral item, as determined with high-low 
respondent tallies, was "student counseling ability"(JJ-49). 
The fact that this item did not receive a simple majority 
ranking, either high or low, indicated mixed respondent 
feelings as to its importance. Of further interest, in 
the findings of this section, were the respondent vie~~oints 
on "professional flexibility." It seemed apparent that the 
Principals placed greater importance on professional flexi-
bility (63 percent high ranks) than the Superintendents or 
Personnel Directors (4J percent high ranks). Another ques-
tionnaire item of note was item g, "teaching strengths and 
weaknesses." Altho.ugh a simple majority, or fifty-nine, 
split on the issue. On the other hand, a large majority of 
Superintendents/Personnel Directors (72 percent) ranked this 
Table 4 
TaJly of High-Low Ranks on the Importance of 
Professional Qualifications Items 
I 
Impor~ance 






























on questionnaire i tems (N = 100) 
a b c d e 
(21) (14) (16 ) ( 39) (26) 
.35 .23 .27 . 65 .43 
(12) (15 ) (11) (31) (25) 
. 30 .36 . 28 . 78 . 63 
33 29 27 70 51 
(28) (41) ( 32) (12 ) ( 23) 
.47 . 68 ·53 . 20 . 38 
( 21 ) (19) ( 21 ) (5) (10) 
.53 .46 .53 .13 .25 
49 60 53 17 33 
----








Ability to provide student counseling . 
Coaching philosophy and/or experience. 
Philosophy and/or experience with respect to atypical students. 
Physical Education philosophy and/or experience. 
Professional flexibility. 
Reasons for going into teaching. 




























item as being high in importance. The significance of the 
differences on these two items is presented later in the 
chapter. 
The mean ranks of the respondents in this section 
showed some very interesting results. The overall ranks 
and their means were as follows : 
1. Physical Education philosophy 
and/or experience 
2. Teaching strengths and 
weaknesses 
J. Professional flexibility 
4. Ability to provide student 
counseling 
5. Philosophy and/or experience 
with respect to atypical 
students 
6. Reasons for going into 
teaching 







4 . 67 
4 . 69 
46 . 
While the overall viewpoint of the respondents , as determined 
by the mean ranks1 appeared to agree with the list of high 
ranked and low ranked items , the real inconsistencies ap-
peared when the means of the two respondent groups were 
compared. It seemed that the overall viewpoint of the re-
spondents could not be determined accurately from the mean 
responses because the groups differed on many of the items 
(See a~~e~14~, -Ap~endix C) . Of the seven items included in 
Section C, the respondent groups differed on f1~~-o~--them~ 
The biggest differences between the groups came in the fol-
lowing items : 
1. The Principals ranked "coaching philosophy" 
fourth at 4.18, while the Superintendents or Personnel 
Directors ranked it seventh at 5.05. 
2, The Principals ranked "Physical Education phil-
osophy and/or experience" first at 2.2, while the Superin-
tendents or Personnel Directors ranked it second at J,OJ, 
47 
J. The Principals ranked "professional flexibility" 
second at J.J5, while the Superintendents or Personnel Dir-
ectors ranked it third at 3.92. 
4. The Superintendents or Personnel Directors ranked 
"reasons for going into teaching" fourth at 4.J5, while the 
Principals ranked it seventh at 5.15. 
5. The Superintendents or Personnel Directors ranked 
"teaching strengths and weaknesses" first at 2.7, while the 
Principals :r'anked it third at J. 98, 
It seemed apparent by the scattering of responses, 
that there vvas inconsistency in viewpoint both among and 
between the groups in Section C of the qu~stionnaire. 
Part III of the questionnaire consisted of four 
sections, representing each of the previously discussed 
questionnaire sections. In this section percentage ranking 
of items was based on proportions of one hundred. The data 
for this section were analyzed in depth elsewhere in the 
e-fi-a-13-:.tar_._ Presented, here were the highest and lowest per-
centage rates given by respondents, ana~h'e-m-e-6-i-a+l---J1Rrcentage 
rankings for each, 
48 
Area of 























Due to the wide range of respondent scores, the median was 
selected as the most valid measure of central tendency 
against which to assess respondent views. 
The overview of data revealed some broad overall 
respondent agreement as to the importance of various appli-
cant qualities and qualifications. At the same time, it 
revealed some inconsistency within and between groups. The 
latter were elaborated upon elsewhere in the chapter. 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Seven null hypotheses were tested to provide the 
basis for answering the study problem. Chi--Square tests 
were applied to the data for six of the seven hypotheses. 
The exception was Ho3, which was tested by the Median Test. 
The following null hypotheses were tested at the .05 level 
of significance. 
Ho1. There ls no significant difference between 
the emphasis respondents placed on professional qualifi-
cations of applicants and that placed on personal qualities. 
-.---------He~2-. Th~e_re- is no significant difference between the 
importance respondents placed on the pre-ihterview and the 
interview assessment of professional qualifications. 
Ho3. Respondent groups came from populations with 
the same median pertinent to views toward the interview 
assessment of applicants' professional qualifications. 
Ho4. There is no significant difference between 
respondent groups with respect to the importance placed 
on applicants' coaching potential and/or experience. 
Ho5. There is no significant difference between 
respondent groups with respect to the importance placed 
on applicants' additional work experience with youth. 
Ho6• There is no significant difference between 
respondent groups with respect to importance placed on 
applicantB' professional flexibility. 
Ho7. There is no significant difference between 
respondent groups pertinent to the importance placed on 
applicants' teaching strengths and .weaknesses. 
The first two null hypotheses dealt with the overall 
viewpoint of the respondent groups. 
Before testing the first null hypothesis, a tally 
of combined overall assessments and majority emphasis ratings 
(mo~e than 50 percent) was done. In using Part III of the 
questionnaire for data, the emphasis placed on professional 
qualifications came from the combin~d percentage ratings of 
categories one and four, and the emphasis placed on personal 
ualities came from the combined percentage ratings of cate-
gories two and three (See Questionnalre lte-sp-c-ns-e-s-,- Ap_p_endix C). 
To test Ho1: there is no significant difference between the 
emphasis respondents placed on professional qualifications. 
of applicants and tha t placed on personal qualities, Chi-
Square (x2) with a 50:50 hypothesis was used at the .05 
50 ° 
level of significance. The results showed forty-nine respon-
dents favored professional qualifications, as against fifty-
one favoring personal qualities (See Table 5). Since 
the obtained value of Chi-Square, .04, clearly fell short 
of the J.84 table value required at the .05 level of signi-
ficance with 1 df, the null hypothesis was accepted. There 
was no significant difference between emphasis placed 
on professional qualifications and personal qualities. 
After the majority and tied percen·tage preferences 
to the pr:~-lnterview (Part III, Category 1) and interview 
assessment of professional quali fic ations (Category 4) were 
tal.J.ied, -'che :'3enond null hypo thesis was tested (Refer to 
Table 6). Chi-Square with a 50:50 hypothesis was used to 
test Ho2: there is no significant difference between the 
importance respondents placed on the pre-interview and the 
interview assessment c f professional qualif.ica tions. 'rhe 
resu1ts showed twelve re spondents favoring the pre--interview 
assessment of professional qualifications, seventy-one 
favoring the interview, and seventeen rating them equally. 
In applying the Chi-Square test, one half of the tied ratings 
were added to each category (The results would have been the 
same if ties were r~moved). 
Because the Chi-S-qua re value of 50.94 considerably 
exceeded both the J.84 table value at the .05 level of sig-
nificar.ce with 1 df, and the 6.6'+ table value at the .Ol 
Table 5 
Comparison of &nphasis Placed on Personal 
Qualities and Professional 
Qualifications. Tested 
by Chi-Square. 
Frequencies: Occurred (expected), 
majority of emphasis 
placed on; ( N= 100) 









x2 = .04 Null hypothesis accepted at 




Comparison of Emphasis Placed on the Pre-
Interview and Interview Assessment of 
Applicants' Professional Qualifica-
tions. Tested by Chi Square. 
Frequencies: Occurred (expected), 
majority of emphasis 
placed on; (N=lOO) 
------------------
P~e-Interview Interview 
20.5 (50) 77.5 (50) 100 
--·-·-----~----------·---·------
2 x :-= 50.94 Null hypothesis rejected 
at the .05 level of significance. 
52 
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level of significance, the null hypothesis was rejected. In 
light of the significant difference revealed, it was apparent 
that the interview assessment of professional qualifications 
was favored by the respondents over the pre-interview. 
The last five null hypotheses were concerned with 
a comparison of the respondent groups' viewpoints pertinent 
to the screening process of a beginning high school Physical 
Education teacher. 
The third null hypothesis: respondent groups came 
from populations with the same median pertinent to views 
toward the interview assessment of applicants' professional 
qualifications, was tested by the Median Test and Chi-Square 
with a 50:_50 hypothesis. Because of the wide range of per-
cer~tage response~--; for the fourth category of Part III (A 
high of ?5 percent and a low of 10 percent) the Median Test 
seemed to be the best method for statisticaJ. analysis, 
Vvi th the overall median for category four determined 
at 29 percent, the number of respondents within each group 
whose responses fell above or below this median was tallied 
and teste-d for significance of differences utilizing the 
Chi-Square technique (See 'rable 7). 
Since the 8.8 calculated value of Chi-Square exceeded 
the table values at both the .05 (J.84) and .01 (6.64) levels 
of significance, vd~.th 1 df, the Ho_; was rejected. The two 
groupn din not come f:eom pop'..llations with .the same median, 
pE"~rtinent to the interview assessment of an applic::J.nt 's 
professional qualifications. It appeared that Principals 
Table 7 
A Comparison of Median Test Results for 
Importance on Interview Assessment 
of Professional Qualifications. 
Tested by Chi-Square. 
Position 
Frequencies: Occurred (expected) 
(N = 100) ----- -------
Above Md. Below IV!d. 
Superintendentu 
or Personnel Dir. 
-----'----~- ----· 
Principal. s 28 
Total 6L~ 
(30) 24 (30) 





x2 = 8.8 NuJl hypothesis rejected at the .05 level 
of significance. 
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placed a greater emphasis on this aspect of selection than 
did the Superintendents or Persormel Directors. 
The last fcur null hypotheses were concerned with 
comparing subjects' high-low responses to various question-
naire items. In each instance Chi-Square was then used to 
test for significance of differences between the groups. 
55 
The data from respondent groups pertinent to ncoaching 
potential and/or experiencen were found in the responses 
to questionnaire Part I, Item a. The high-low responses 
to the items were tallied to analyze the fourth null 
hypothesis: there is no significant difference between 
respondent groups with respect to the importance placed on 
applicants' coaching potential and/or experience. To test 
this hypothesis, Chi-Sq_unre 'Nas applied to the data and 
the significance of difference was dete rmined at the .05 
level (See Table 8). 
Because the value of Chi-Square in the test was 4.89 
which exceeded the table value of J.84 at the .05 level of 
significance with 1 df, the HoLJ- was rejected. And therefore, 
.:i.t seemed ::tpparent that Principals appeared to place more 
emphasis on coaching potential and/or experience than the 
SuperinTendents or Person.'1.el Directors. 
The data from Part I, Item h, provided the basis for 
testing Ho5: there. is no significant difference between 
respondent groups with respect to the impo"rtance placed on 
appJicants' additional work experience with youth. The 
r esul·ts of t his Chi- Square test were placed in Table 9. 
Table 8 
Comparison of Importance Placed on Applicants' 
Coaching Potential and/or Experience. 
Tested by Chi-Square. 
Position 
Sun~rintendents or 
ne·1~·· ·c o1~r·Pl Ti -J' r~ec+or~~ 








27 (32.4) 33 (27.6) 
27 (21.6) 13 (18.1-~) 
-----·-----·- ---------------------







? . 0 x'-- = '-i, , u9 Null hypothesis rejected at the .05 level of . .. ..(. •'" sJ.grlli 1cance. 
. .. 
Table 9 
Comparison of Importance Placed on 
Applicant's · Additional Work 
Experience with Youth. 
Tested by Chi-Square. 
Frequencies: Occurred 
(expected) (N = 100) 
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Position ------High Low 











J5 (l+O. 2) 60 
.32 (26.8) 40 
67 100 
2 x = 5.10 Null hypothesis rejected at the .05 level of 
significance. 
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The null hypothesis was rejected because the 5.10 
computed value of Chi-Square exceeded the table value of J.84 
at the .05 level of significance with 1 df. It appeared 
that Superintendents or Personnel Directors placed somewhat 
greater emphasis on additional work experience with youth 
than did the Principals. 
Data gathered from Part II, Section C, Item g, were 
used to test the sixth null hypothesis: there is no signif-
icant difference between respondent groups with respect to 
importance placed on applicants' professional flexibility. 
Again Chi-Square, at the .05 level of significance, was 
applied (See Table 10). 
The calculated value of Chi-Square, 2.78, fell short 
of the ta"::-J_e -val-:..lE:: of J. Bl.J- c:d the . 05 level of significance 
with 1 df. While Ho6 was accepted, it was noted that the 
value of Chi-Square was significant at . the .10 level of 
significance ( .10 table value of 2.71). This appeared to 
i ndicate a leaning of the Principals toward placing a higher 
emp1'"12.::-;is on r::-,pplica.nts' professional flexibility than did 
c_~,,·ne- -,.-.. ; n+r-.-nr~ "'n·tajpcrc·on11e"' ~.)\.A): • . .J.. _L .. \.IC;..L.~,.Ut::.! ~ :.> v 0 . j_ Directors respon4ent group. 
The seventh and final null hypothesis was that: 
there i::-; no s ignificant difference betV!een l~espondent groups 
pertinent to irnpor·tance placed on applicants' teaching 
strengths and weaknesses. The data were gathe~ed from Part 
II, Section Ci Item g. Results of the Chi-Square test at 
the . 05 level of sif::nificancP- were placed in Tal)l(~ 11. 
Position 
Table 10 
Comparison of Importance Placed on 
Applicant ' s Professional Flexi-
bi l ity. Tested by Chi-Square . 
Frequencies : Occurred 
(expected) (N = 100 ) 
High Low 
Response Response -------
Superintendents 32 ( J6 ) 28 (24 ) or Pe.r'sor111e l Dir. -----. """:"---
Principals 28 ( 24 ) 12 (16) 










Comparison of Importance Placed on 
Appl icant 's Teaching Strengths 
and Weaknesses . Tested 
by Chi-Square . 
Frequencies: Occurred 
( expected) (N = 100) 
High Low 
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Response Response Total 
Su.perin tend en ts 46 (J9.6) 14 (20.4) or Personnel Dir. 
Principals 20 (26.4) 20 (lJ.6) 
Total 66 34 
x2 = 7.57 Null hypothesis rejected at the .05 l eve l of 





Since the value of Chi-Square, computed at 7.56, 
exceeded the table value using 1 df at the .05 level of signif-
icance (J.84), the Ho7 was rejected. The value of Chi-
Square also exceeded the table value (6.64) at the .01 level 
of significance. Therefore, it appeared that the Superin-
tendents or Personnel Directors placed considerably more 
emphasis on applicants' teaching strengths and weaknesses 
than did the Principals. 
In order to enhance reader understanding, the Chi-
Square test results for each of the null hypotheses were 
included in Table 12. 
STUDY FINDINGS 
In summarizing the findings of the study, it seemed 
that the raspondent groups showed much diversity in the · 
emphasis placed on the questionnaire items. The findings 
concerning the overall majority viewpoint of respondents 
follow. 
1. The data revealed that respondents either deci-
sively supported or negated the importance of some appli-
cant qualities and qualifications, and marginally supported 
other items as being important. A summary of these respon-
dent views can be divided into four areas . (a) Decisively 
i~t1portant quali -'ci~s and qualification:§_ were student 
teaching evaluation, references, major area of interest in 
Physical Education/coaching, Physical Education philosophy 










Chi-Square Test Results for Each 
of the Null Hypotheses 
Chi-Square Table Value 
Value at .05 Level 
.04 J.84 
50.94 J.84 
















physical appearance of applicants, and interest and enthu-
siasm. (b) Decisiyely uninr12ortant qualiti©_S......§:nq qualifications 
were participation in intercollegiate athletics, extracur-
ricular activities and additional work with youth, coaching 
philosophy and/or experience, reasons for going into teaching, 
philosophy and/or experience with respect to atypical stu-
dents, punctuality, preparation for interview, and drive and 
ambition. (c) Somewhat importan!__gualities and qualifications 
were coaching potential, scholastic record, professional 
flexibility, and oral expression of ideas. (d) Neutral 
response items were social grace and mannerisms, candidness, 
ability to provide student counseling, self--confidence, and 
friendliness and sense of humor. 
2. No significant difference was fcund between the 
emphasis :eespondents placed on the importance of applicants' 
personal qualities and the emphasis placed on professional 
qualifications. 
Jo Respondents placed significantly greater emphasis 
on the importance of the interview than they did on the pre-
interview assessment of applicants ·' qualifications. This 
finding was supported at both the .05 and the .01 levels of 
significance a 
With the overall majority views of respondents estab-
lished, data were further analyzed to detennine the signif-
icance of differences between respondent g.roup views. 
Findings from the analysis of data, tested at the .05 level 
of significance, were the following: 
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1. Respondents did not come from populations with 
the same median, pertinent to their views toward the inter-
view assessment of applicants' professional qualifications. 
Principals were found to place significantly greater emphasis 
on this aspect of selection than the Superintendents or the 
Personnel Directors. This finding was supported at the .01 
as well as the .05 level of significance. 
2. Principals placed significantly more importance 
on applicants' coaching potential and/or experience than 
· did the Superintendents or Personnel Directors. 
J. Superintendents or Personnel Directors placed 
significantly greater emphasis on applicants' additional 
work experience with youth the:m the Principals. 
4. While there was no significant difference between 
groups with respect to the importance placed on applicants' 
professional flexibility, a trend was noted at the .10 level 
of significance which indicated that Principals tended to 
find this more important than Superintendents or Personnel 
Directors. 
5. SuperiYltendents and Personnel Directors placed 
significantly greater importance on applicants' teaching 
strengths and weaknesses than the Principals. This finding 




In presenting the data the subjects once again were 
described along with the number of respondents. An overview 
of the analysis of data was also included, as well as a 
discussion of the overall views of the respondents and the 
findings from tests applied to seven null hypotheses at the 
.05 level of significance . The analysis of data was neces-





This section of the study deals with the presentation 
of a summary, conclusions, and the researcher ·' s recommendations 
for further studies in the area of the screening process of 
beginning high school Physical Education teachers. 
SUMlVIARY 
The purpose of the study was to give a prospective 
teacher some insight into evaluation criteria an employer 
mi ght consider important in assessing personal qualities 
and profess ional qualifications. To fulfill the purpose 
of the study, the investigator had to answer the study prob-
lem which was to determine the viewpoints held by Superin--
tendents or Personnel Directors, and Principals, in s elected 
California countie s , toward the screening process for selec-
ting begin.11ing high school Physical Education teachers; and, 
subsequently, to compare the viewpoints of the two respon-
dent groups. 
The importance of the study was supported by a review 
of literature. The latter included discussions of the view-
point of aut hori ties pertinent to teacher selection, the 
intLH'View, and the screening process in general. These were 
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helpful to the investigator in constructing the study ques-
tionnaire. Much of the literature reviewed dealt with guide-
lines, lists of questions, and the importance of various 
criteria in teacher selection. Other areas discussed were 
the possible ineffectiveness of the interview in teacher 
selection because of the inconsistencies, the biases, and 
the lack of pre-arranged direction or structure given to 
many interviews. 
The subjects from which the data for the study were 
gathered included the Superintendents or Personnel Directors, 
and a 25 percent random sample of the Principals from the 
public high schools within ten selected bay area counties in 
California. The study was not concerned with such things as: 
th~ type of screening process used; the degree of specialized 
training of the interviewer; or, the size or financial status 
of the districts included in the study. In order to give 
strength to the study, it was assumed that: a significant 
number of subjects would respond; the responses would be 
hoYJ.est; the questionnaires would be understood; the subjects 
would complete the questionnaire properly; the questionnaire 
would yield the data essential for answering the study prob-
lem; and, the researcher would be able to properly analyze 
and interpret the data. •ro answer the study problem, a total 
of seven study hypotheses.were formulated, two of which dealt 
with the overall respondent viewpoints, arid the remaining 
five with potential differences between respondent groups. 
Key and special terms pertinent to reader unde+standing 
were defined. 
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The descriptive-survey method of research was chosen 
because it was believed to be the best method for designing 
the study in order to answer the study problem. A question-
naire was constructed by the investigator after reviewing 
the literature and consulting various authorities in the 
field. This instrument was used to gather the data which 
would elicit respondent viewpoints. Other basic procedures 
used to construct, test, and administer the questionnaire 
were included in Chapter 3 of the study. 
Once the data were gathered, they were tallied and 
tables were constructed to present the findings more graph-
ic~lly. Discussion of the overview of the data, and the 
overall respondent views were included to support the study 
findings. The statistical test applied on the data was Chi-
Square (x2) using a .05 level of significance to either 
accept or reject the null hypotheses. The data were pre-
sented and analyzed by the investigator, after which a sum-
mary of the study findings was compiled. The list of sub-
jects, letters of correspondence, the questionnaire, and data 
of minor significance to the study were placed in the 
appendixes. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Conclusions pertinent to criteria for screening 
beginning high school Physical Education teacher applieants 
! 
H 
were based on the findings resulting from analysis of the 
study data. The conclusions were limited to the populations 
of Superintendents or Personnel Directors, and public high 
~ school Principals in the ten California counties from v1hich 
s·ample respondent groups were drawn. 
It was concluded that: 
1. Both personal qualities and professional qual-
ifications of applica.nts are important in the assessment 
of potential teachers, particularly; student teaching eval-
uation, references, major area of interest in Physical 
Education/coaching, Physical Education philosophy and/or 
experience, teaching strengths and weaknesses, physical 
appea:.>:.·ance of applicants, and interest and enthusiasm. 
2v The personal interview is favored over the 
pre-interview assessment of applicants' professional qual-
ifications, particularly among Principals. 
J. While Superintendents and Personnel Directors 
are more concerned with applicants' teaching strengths and 
weaknesses and additional work experience with youth, Prin-
cipals are more concerned with coaching potential ru'1d/or 
experience, and, to some degree, the professional flexibility 
. of applicants. 
4. Five of the seven study hypotheses are tenable. 
The first ru1d sixth are untenable. 
5. The purpose of the study is fulfilled, 
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RECOMIVIENDATIONS 
Having demonstrated that five of seven study hypoth-
eses seemed to be supported, the investigator felt that the 
study problem was seemingly answered. The following recom-
mendations were made by the researcher to give further sug-
gestions to subsequent studies of this nature that might be 
undertaken' 
1. Consideration might be given to reconstruction 
of the questionnaire so that it would look at the size and 
financial status of the school districts. 
2. Provide for responses to items that do not apply 
in individual cases. 
Jo To determine the amount of screening done, 
establish a personal inventory to accompany the question-
naire which would assess the specialized training and 
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APPENDIXES 
APPENDIX A 
SUBJECTS FOR PRETESTS 
AND SURVEY SAMPLE 
1. Subjects for validity testing 
2. Subjects for reliability testing 
J. Subjects for study survey 
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SUBJECTS FOR VALIDITY TESTING 
1. Ernest Azevedo, Personnel Director 
Modesto City Schools 
Modesto, California 
2. Robert Colton, Principal 
Beyer High School · 
Modesto, California 
J. Donald Goldstein, Principal 
Turlock High School 
Turlock, California 
4. Dale Harter, Superintendent 
Turlock Joint Union High School District 
Turlock, California 
5. Roger Irvine, Superintendent 
Oakdale Joint Union High School District 
Oakdale, California 
6. Eugene Maxwell, Supc3rintendent 
Patterson Joint Unified School District 
Pat·cerson, California 
7. Eugene Mould, Principal 
Modesto High School 
Modesto, California 
8. Max Norwood, Principal 
Ceres High School 
Ceres, California 
9. Robert Scherer, Principal 
Oakdale High School 
Oakdale, California 
10. Neal Wade, Superintendent 
Stanislaus County Schools 
Modesto, California 
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SUBJECTS FOR RELIABILITY TESTING 
1. Gary Brophy, Principal 
East Union High School 
Manteca, California 
2. Donald Champlin, Principal 
Downey High School 
Modesto, California 
J, Floyd Dale, Principal 
Lodi High School 
Lodi, California 
4. Collins Haan, Principal 
Stagg High School 
Stockton, California 
5. John Hawkins, Principal 
Escalon High School 
Escalon, California 
6. Thomas Houston, Principal 
Franklin High School 
Stockton, California 
7. Charles Leech, Principal 
Linden High School 
Linden, Califo1~ia 
8. Henry Meyer, Director of Physical Education 
Modesto City Schools 
Modesto, California 
9· Harry Owens, Principal 
Edison High School 
Stockton, California 
10. Robert Taylor, Principal 





OR PERSONNEL DIRECTORS 
Alameda Count;y: 
Alameda Co. Supt. of School Office 
Alameda City Unified 
Albany City Unified 
Amador Valley Joint Union 
Berkeley Unified 




Livermore Valley Joint Unified 
Newark Unified 
New Haven Unified 
Oakland City Unified 
Piedmont City Unified 
San Leandro Unified 
San Ijorenzo Unified 


















Contra Costa Co. Supt. of School Office Superintendent 
Antioch 'C'nified Superintendent 
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John Swett Unified 
Martinez Unified 
Mount Diablo Unified 
Pittsburg Unified 
Richmond Unified 
San Ramon Valley Unified 
Marin County 
Marin Co. Supt. of School Office 
Novato Unified 
San Rafael City High School District 
Shoreline Unified 
Tama.lpais Union High Schoof Distric-c 
Napa Co. Supt. of School Office 
Calistoga Joint Unified 
Napa Valley Unified 
St. Helena Unified 
San Francisco Count~ 
San Francisco Co. Supt. of School 
Office 























Stockton City Unified 
Sap Mateo County 
San Mateo Co. Supt. of School Office 
Cabrillo Unified 
Jefferson Union 
La Honda-Pescadero Unified 
San Mateo Union 
Sequoia Union 
South San Francisco Unified 














Santa Clara Co. Supt. of School Office Superintendent 
Campbell Union Personnel Director 
Eastside Union Personnel Director 
Fremont Union *Personnel Director 
Gilroy Unified *Superintendent 
Los Gatos Joint Union Superintendent 
Milpitas Unified Superintendent 
Mt. View-Los Altos Union Personnel Director 
Morgan Hill Unified *Superintendent 
Palo Alto City Unified Perso::mel Director 
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San Jose Unified 
Santa Clara Unified 
Solano County 
Solano Co. Supt. of School Office 
Benicia Unified 
Dixon Unified 
Fairfield-Suisun Joint Unified 
Travis Unified 
Vacaville Unified 
Vallejo City Unified 
Sonoma County 




Petaluma Joint Union 
City of Santa Rosa 



















*Questionnaires eitper not returned or incomplete 
8J 
THE SUBJECTS 
B. HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS 
Alameda County 
*Albany High School 
Canyon High School 
American High School 
Irvington High School 
Tennyson High School 
Livermore High School 
*Castlemont Senior High School 
*Fremont Senior High School 
Piedmont Senior High School 
Pacific High School 
Contra Costa Count~ 
Liberty Union High School 
San Ramon High School 
Campolindo High School 
*Pleasant Hill High School 
Ellis High School 



















Redwood High School 
San Rafael High School 
Calistoga High School 
Vintage High School 
Napa CountY: 
San Francisco CountY: 
Balboa High School 
Lowell High School 
Mission High School 
San Joaquin Cou~ 
rr·okay High School 
Manteca High School 
Lincoln High School 
San Mateo County 
Carlmont High School 
Oceana High School 
Terra Nova High School 














South San Francisco 
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Santa Clara County 
Los Gatos High School 
Live Oak High School 
Awalt High School 
*Mt. View High School 
Branham High School 
Del Mar High School 
James Lick High School 
Oak Grove High School 
Silver Creek High School 
Wilcox High School 
Saratoga High School 
Peterson High School 
Sunnyvale High School 
Solano County 
Vanden High School 
Sonoma Count;z 















Travis Air Force Base 
Sebastopol 
*Questionnaires either not returned or incomplete 
APPENDIX B 
LETTERS AND QUESTIONNAIRE 
1. Letters of correspondence 
2. Questionnaire (final copy) 
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2709 Santiago Drive 
Modesto, California 95351 
July 18, 1974 
I am presently a graduate student and Physical Educator 
pursuing a Master of Arts degree from University of the 
Pacific. I am doing research for a thesis to determine 
if there is consistency in the interview process pertinent 
to the selection of a first year high school Physical 
Education teacher. The study is concerned with both the 
assessment of a candidate's personal qualities and qualifi-
cations, and the types of questions asked by interviewers. 
Because of your position of importance, and your knowledge 
and experience in the areas of interview and teacher 
selection, I request your assistance in determining if the 
following questionnaire is a valid instrument for the 
above mentioned study. 
Because this is a pretest for validity, please complete 
the questionnaire and make any necessary comments regarding 
clarity, possible voids, additions, or deletions. I would 
like to have it returned by July JO, 1974. 
11hank you very much for taking tlme out of your busy 
schedtile to help me with this project. 
Sincerely, 
Dennis R. Nugent 
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2709 Santiago Drive 
Modesto, California 95351 
August 27, 1974 
Thank you very much for your cooperation and participation 
in the first step of the questionnaire validity check for 
my Masters Thesis. Your comments and responses were all 
very helpful in the development of a more streamlined and 
concise instrument. 
Enclosed is a copy of my revised. questionnaire. I would 
appreciate it if you would complete the questionnaire one 
last time and make any suggestions you feel pertinent, 
As you respond to the questionnaire, please rank the 
imuortance of the various qualities and qualifications 
of-a beginning Physical Education teaching candidate. 
Thank you very much for your assistance. 
Sincerely, 
Dennis R. Nugent 
89 
2709 Santiago Drive 
Modesto, California 95351 
October 18, 1974 
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Your concern and experience in the teacher selection process 
prompts me to call on you for assistance with the research 
study I have undertaken. 
Based on a review of literature and personal experience as 
an interviewee in recent years, it appears that the selec-
tion process is individualistic and influenced, somewhat, 
by situational factors. However, it has occured to me that 
an analysis of administrators' views would yield certain 
consistencies in pre-assessing and interviewing potential 
teaching candidates, with respect to the importance placed 
on applicants' personal qualities and professional qualifi-
cations. 
My particular study has been delimited to the pre-interview 
and interview process as it pertains to beginniD_g_J:bJC.sical 
]:_Quca:~ion_:t_~~ach~~.§.· Depending upon the status of supply 
and demand at any given time, I believe the findings of this 
typ·e of study would be useful for both teaching applicants 
and personnel officers. 
Out of respect for your valuable time, the enclosed question-
naire instrument was developed for completion in approximately 
five minutes. The content and format are the result of input 
from a panel of experts. 
Your prompt return of the completed questionnaire will be 
greatly appreciated. A self-addressed envelope has been 
included for your convenience. In return for your assis-
tance, I wi].l be glad to forward a copy of the study findings. 
Sincerely, 
Dennis R. Nugent 
Physical Education teacher 





THE PRE-INTERVIEW AND INTERVIEW 
PROCESS: ASSESSMENT OF BEGINNING 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION CANDIDATES 
Please answer all the items in the following three parts. 
Part I. PRE-INTERVIEW 
Directions: Please force rank the following items in order 
of import~1ce (assigning #1 to the item of 
greatest importance, #2 to the item of second 
importance, etc.). It may be difficult to 
discriminate between some items, ~ut for the 
success of the study it is necessary that you 
do p.ot assi_gn the same number to more than 
o:ne item in each category. 
Before the interview of a first year teaching candidate how 
do you rank the importance of the following eight i terns'? 
a. Coaching potential and/or experience 
b. Extracurricular activities and/or leisure pursuits 
c. Major area of interest within P.E./Athletics 
d. Participation in intercollegiate Athletics 
e. References (personal and employers) 
f. Scholastic record 
__ g. Student teaching evaluation 
h. Additional worlc experience with youth 
Part II. THE INTERVIEW 
Directions: Please force rank the items within each of the 
three question areas (A, B, and C). 
A. First Impressions (Rank from 1 to 4) 
a. Punctuality 
b. Social grace 
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c. Physical appearance (build, neatness, attractiveness) 
d. Ma.nnerisms (body language) 
B. Personal Qualities (Rank from 1 to 7) 
a. Candidness (honesty of responses) 
b. Drive and ambition (has established goals for self) 
c. Evidence o:f preparation for interview 
d, Friendliness and s8nse of humor 
e. I~terest and enthusiasm 
f. Oral expression of ideas (effectiveness of language) 
_____ g. Self-confidence 








Ability to provide st<..J.dent counseling (concerned with 
to·tal needs of students) 
Coaching philosophy and/or experience 
Philosophy and/or experience with respect to atypical 
students 
Physical Education philosophy and/or experience 
Professional flexibility (indication or willingness 
to accept assignments in areas of minor interest) 
Reasons for going into teaching 
Teaching strengths and weaknesses 
Part III. OVERALL RATING OF CANDIDATE 
Directions: Please assign a percentage rating of overall 
importance to each of the four inclusive cate-
gories. The four assigned ratings should 
total one hundred percent. 
1. The pre-interview assessment of the candidate 
(Refer to Part I) 
2. First impression of candidate (Refer to Part 
II-A) 
J. Personal qualities (Refer to Part II-B) 














AND MINOR TABLES 
1. Table 13--Questionnaire Frequency 
of Responses 
2. Table 14--Comparison of Mean Ranks to 
Questionnaire Items 
J. Questionnaire Responses Print-Out 
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Table 13 
Frequency of Questionnaire Responses 
Part I: The Pre-Interview 
Rank 
Item Subj. 1 2 3 4 5 6 ? 8 Total 
s 4 15 5 3 11 10 9 3 
a p 1 8 5 13 7 3 3 0 
Total 5 23 10 16 18 13 12 3 100 
s 0 1 5 5 9 16 11 lJ -
b p 0 3 4 3 6 6 11 7 
Total 0 4 9 8 15 22 22 20 100 
s 10 9 16 8 9 6 2 0 
c p 13 2 11 5 2 ? 3 2 ,__ -
Total 23 11 27 13 11 8 5 2 100 ------·--... 
s 0 1 2 2 10 5 12 28 ------
d p 0 1 0 0 6 13 t:; 15 -" 
Total 0 2 2 2 16 18 17 43 100 
s 19 11 9 7 4 4 3 3 
e p 9 9 6 5 3 3 4 1 
Total 28 20 15 12 7 7 7 4 100 
s 1 6 10 15 7 7 8 6 
f p 2 5 7 6 3 5 ,-}. 8 
'rotal 3 11 17 21 10 12 12 14 100 
s 26 14 8 7 1 1 2 1 
g p lJ 11 6 5 4 0 
, 0 .1. 
Total 39 25 11-J- 12 5 1 3 1 100 -
s 2 6 5 12 8 9 12 6 
h p 1 1 2 4 9 8 8 7 
Total 3 7 7 16 17 17 20 13 100 
s = Superintendents or Personnel Directors 
p = Principals 
96 . 
Table 1J (continued) 
Part IIa: First Impression 
--· 
Ranks 
Item Subject 1 2 J 4 Total 
s 9 10 17 24 
a p 8 8 9 15 
Total 17 18 26 J9 100 
s 12 18 14 16 
b p 8 9 11 12 
-----~-·-----~------·---
Total 20 27 25 28 
s 27 16 10 7 
c p 16 lJ '1 4 
Total 4J 29 17 11 100 
s lJ 17 18 12 
d p 7 11 14 8 
Total 20 28 32 20 100 
.. 
97 . 
Table 13 (continued) 
Part IIb: Personal Qualities 
Ranks 
Item Subject 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total 
s 10 12 8 9 11 6 4 
a p 11 7 1 7 6 5 3 
Total 22 19 9 16 17 11 7 100 
s 8 4 4 8 5 21 10 
b p 0 9 5 3 8 8 7 
Total 8 13 9 11 13 29 17 100 
s 2 7 3 4 6 9 29 
c p 2 3 1 3 4 7 20 
Total 4 10 1+ 7 10 16 49 100 
s 4 9 15 11 5 10 6 
d p 5 6 7 9 8 5 0 
Total 9 15 22 20 13 15 6 100 
s 18 12 12 6 5 3 4 
e p 13 10 9 4 3 0 1 
Total 31 22 21 10 8 3 5 100 
r< 10 11 9 12 8 7 3 0 
..p p 7 J 11 7 4 4 4 ..L 
Total 17 14 20 19 12 11 '? 100 -
s 12 5 10 9 19 3 2 
g p 3 5 6 7 6 9 4 







Table 13 (continued) .j 
~ 
i Part IIc: Professional Qualifications 
Ranks 
Item Subject 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total 
s 5 9 7 ll 5 12 11 
a p 3 6 3 7 6 7 8 
Total 8 15 10 18 ll 19 19 100 
s 4 J 7 5 13 10 18 
b p J 5 7 6 10 5 4 
Total 7 8 14· 11 23 15 22 100 
s 0 7 9 12 15 11 6 
c p 1 4 6 8 8 8 5 
Total l 11 15 20 23 19 11 100 
s 18 15 6 9 5 6 l ---
d ~-, 22 6 3 l~ l J 1 
Total 40 21 9 13 6 9 2 100 
s 6 7 lJ 11 10 8 4 
e p l~ 9 12 5 6 2 2 
Total 10 16 25 16 17 10 6 100 
s 8 9 8 5 6 8 16 
f p 2 J 4 6 J 7 15 
Total 10 12 12 11 9 15 31 100 
s 22 11 10 6 5 J J 
g p 5 7 6 4 6 8 4 
Total 27 18 16 10 11 11 7 100 -
99 
Table 14 
Mean Responses and Ranks of 
the Two Respondent Groups 
Part I: Pre-Interview 
Item Superintendents Principals Mean Rank Mean Rank 
a. Coaehing potential and/or 
experience 4.42 4 J.9 4 
b. Extracurricular activities 
and/or leisure pursuits 6.0 7 5·7 6 
c. Major area of interest 
within PoE. and/or Athletics J,J8 J J.2J J 
d. Participation in Inter-
collegiate Athletics 6.7J 8 6,6J 8· 
e. References (personal and 
employers) J.08 2 J.18 2 
f. Scholastic record 4.7J 5 4.85 5 
g. Student teaching evaluation 2.31 1 2.5 1 
h. Additional work experience 
with youth 5.05 6 5.?5 7 
100 
Table 14 (Continued) 
Part II: The Interview 
A. First Impressions 
Item Superintendents Principals Mean Rank Mean Rank 
a. Punctuality 2.93 4 2.76 4 
b. Social grace 2.57 3 2.68 J 
c. Physical appearance (build, 
neatness, attractiveness) 1.95 1 1.98 1 
d. Maf1~'1 e ri sms (body language) 2.48 2 2.58 2 
B. Personal Qualities 
Item Superintendents Principals Mean Rank Mean Rank 
a. Candidness (honesty of 
responses ).43 2 3.45 2 
b. Drive and ambition (has 
established goals for self) 4.68 6 4.55 6 
c . Evidence of preparation 
for interview 5.47 7 5.63 7 
d. Friendliness and sense 
of humor J.97 5 J.6 J 
e. Interest and enthusiasm 2.88 1 2.45 1 
"f. Oral expression of ideas 
(effective language) )._50 3 J.66 4 
g. Self-confidence J._58 4 4.28 5 
Table 14 (Continued) 
C. Professional Qualifications 
Item Superintendents Mean Rank 
a. Ability to provide student 
counseling (concerned with 
total needs of students) 4.J8 
b. Coaching philosophy and/or 
experience 5.05 
c. Philosophy and/or experience 
with respect to atypical 
students 4.58 
d, Physical Education philosophy 
and/or experience J. OJ 
e. Professional flexibility 
(indication of willingness 
to accept assignments in 
areas of minor interest) 3.92 
f. Reasons for going into 
teaching 4.35 
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